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Why Allied Finishes?
Our loyal clients say that the reason they chose us for their 
flooring solutions is because we are reliable 
and trustworthy, and deliver a  
top-quality product. 

This has been proven and  
appreciated by those 
who understand how  
important quality 
and efficiency is to 
their business and 
that they can have  
confidence that 
100% customer 
satisfaction is our  
guarantee. 

"I engaged Allied Finishes due 
to previous works completed for 

me whilst with AHG 
and always found the quality of 
the product & service offered to 

be top tier and is why I was
happy to come back to your 

company." 
 

Allied Finishes is well known for being the flooring specialists in 
the food and beverage industry. You can't stop a good story 
spreading and over recent times, we have had increasing 
demand for high quality floor finishes for automotive 
workshops and car dealerships across Australia. 

Introduction

* Chad Davies - Dealer Principal/Owner at Pennant
Hills Holden & HSV, Hyundai & Nissan



The need for quality
floors in automotive 
workshops

There are many factors that contribute to the need of top 
quality flooring in automotive workshops and car dealerships 
such as: 

Safety of staff and all personnel
Demonstrate respect for your clients and their assets
Large amounts of vehicle and foot traffic 
Multiple types of machinery used
Capability of withstanding lubricating oils, hydraulic oils 
and aviation fuels.
Capability of withstanding very strong cleaning chemicals 
and floor scrubbers etc 

"The quality of the floors in 
our dealership are so 

important to me as the 
safety of my staff, clients & 

their vehicles etc is something 
that has to be given the 

highest respect."



We believe in maintaining a good 
relationship with each customer 
and communicating with them 
frequently to ensure they don't 

have any doubts and always have 
the opportunity to express any 

concerns or ask questions.

Flexibility
        Response to 
                 issues

 
"Communication is very 

clear and what Michael and
his team said they would do 

- they actually did and 
without a fuss, that is not 

all that common when 
completing dealership 

developments" 
*

 
"Flexibility was 
always shown 
in establishing 
the required 

works" 
*  

"Any minor issues 
(and they have been 
minor) have been 
addressed almost 

immediately"  
*

* Chad Davies - Dealer Principal/Owner at Pennant 
Hills Holden & HSV, Hyundai & Nissan

Communication



Line-marking  
Automotive 
Workshops

Using our top-of-the-range equipment, our line-marking 
service is guaranteed to impress. 

 
Visit our website blog to find out more:  

http://www.alliedfinishes.com/blog/line-marking  
 

"Pricing (whilst not 
the cheapest) was still 
equitable considering 
the quality of works 
and willingness to 

work with the client."
* Chad Davies - Dealer Principal/Owner at Pennant Hills 

Holden & HSV, Hyundai & Nissan
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